Pills & Persuasion
The Language of Advertising in 19th-century British Newspapers

The Language of Advertising

Newspapers
Newspapers collect information about social, cultural and
political events in a more detailed way than any other public
record from the past. Advertisements are an especially
interesting section in which readers are being persuaded to
buy or sell something.

Advertisement of the 19th century is a window onto developing of consumer culture and
marketing. We aimed at uncovering subtle linguistic cues used to persuade readers into buying
and using. Since advertisements were mainly text-based, advertisers were forced to make the
best possible use of many linguistic strategies such as repetition or imperative.
Repetition

As such ads reflect the needs of a society in miniature form.
Studying the linguistic features of persuasive language in ads
helps us understand long-term processes that relate to such
needs. In the case of marketing pills and other medical
artefacts, we can study aspects of nineteenth-century
medicalization and the gendered marketing of health
products.

“recommends”
“can recommend”
“wishes to recommend”
“wishes highly to recommend”
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Lady M. writes:

304 unique newspaper identifiers
91 different publication locations
270.744 newspaper issues
26.295.841 articles
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“I recommend them
for high prices”
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Figure 3. Ratio of adjectives in advertisements vs. articles
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Persons

Testimony

Which patterns arise when examining
medical advertisements through the prism of
gender?

We use digitized material from the British Library
Nineteenth Century Newspaper Collection (Gale
Cengage). Our data consists of:

“Don’t read this. Know thyself.
Apply in-person”

Persuasion

How do indicators of persuasive language
appear in advertisements?

British Newspaper Data

Explicit

Imperative

Research Questions
What linguistic strategies were used for
persuading people into buying or using?

Expressiveness

A Lady writes:
“In ten days my throat was
decidedly fuller. Your Adiposine
is splendid”

The Times:
“An Entertainment which […]”
Authority

The Daily News:
“A strong programme […]”

Surgeon-General Sir Wm.
Mackinnon writes:
“I went out one cold day […]”
Figure 4. Ratio of verbs in advertisements vs. articles

Check the blogpost!

Our hypothesis about extensive use of adjectives has not been
confirmed (Fig. 3). However, a feature of the advertising
language may be a tendency for omitting verbs in sentences
(Fig. 4).

Drug Advertising through the Prism of Gender
The first aim of an advertiser was to ensure that his message caught
the eye among the vast variety of notices of different kinds in small
letters. This meant that the visual presentation of advertisements,
and particularly of medical ones, was one of the main tools to attach
viewers’ attention. To sell drugs, companies often used inventive
ways to market their products. Apart from addressing certain
illnesses or medicines, drug ads have also reflected gender
distinction with their linguistic styles and visual images.

OCR Quality
The quality of the Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is
an important metric for the evaluation of the reliability
of our data. From 1800 to 1899 only a small portion of
articles of type “News” or “Classified Ads” contains
information about the OCR quality. For the articles that
include OCR confidence levels the mean OCR quality per
year lies in the range 65%-87%.

Figure 5. Wordcloud of most frequent adjectives in medical ads aimed at men.

Figure 7. Most frequently occuring diseases mentioned in medical ads aimed at men.

Adjectives

Diseases

There were obvious differences in the use of adjectives
in masculine or feminine drug ads. As seen from the
word clouds (Fig. 5 & Fig. 6), “nervous” as a sign of
emotional weakness and “delicate” as an identifier for
grace dominated the female drug ads while
“respectable” or “good” as signs of strength were typical
adjectives in male drug ads.

Drug ads for men and women are linked to
diseases in the ratio of 25:9 respectively. Those
for men (Fig. 7) contained a long list of various
serious illnesses like rheumatism, pulmonary
diseases, epilepsy, scurvy, dyspepsia, deafness
etc. while ads for women (Fig. 8) addressed “soft
diseases” like heartburn or colds.

Figure 1. Mean OCR Confidence of News articles and Advertisement in British newspapers.

Figure 6. Wordcloud of most frequent adjectives in medical ads aimed at women.

Figure 2. The percentage of articles with calculated OCR quality measures for British newspapers.
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Figure 8. Most frequently occuring diseases mentioned in medical ads aimed at women.

